PLAY YOUR CARDS RIGHT II
SUMMER CHALLENGE
A three-phase training course for young people and youth workers interested in experiential education and outdoor learning.

THE MAIN GOALS OF THE PROJECT

Our goal was to deepen participants´ knowledge and skills in the field of
experiential education. We wanted them to be able to apply them while working with youth. The participants also experienced and learned the principles
of experiential learning while working with culturally and socially heterogeneous group and with groups of young people with fewer opportunities. Last
but not least, they had the opportunity to deepen self-knowledge and develop their key competencies
BASED ON OUR EXPERIENCE, WE PREPARED A THREE PHASE TRAINING

I. Part A – Training course: 5th - 14th June 2015 in the Czech republic, Chata
Alma, Říčky v Orlických horách
II. Part B – Put in Action: between June and August 2015
II. Part C – Epilogue: 27th -30th August 2015 in the Czech republic, Samechov

„WHAT I HEAR, I FORGET. WHAT I SEE, I REMEMBER.
WHAT I EXPERIENCE, I CAN PUT TO USE.“
The training was supported by the Erasmus+ programme.

ABOUT THIS BOOKLET
All participants of Play Your Cards Right II – Summer challenge were supposed to
lead a program or activity in the their youth work after the first phase of training
and use the methods of experiential learning, which they learned. We are happy to
present to you the booklet of all the activities which were realized and completed
during this training course by each participant.
Each activity is described through its name, type (energizer, collaboration, etc.) and
basic characteristics (goals, time and number of instructors for preparation or leading the activity, etc.). The instructions, flow of the activity and the methodical notes are described as well. You can look for specific activity in the content.
Games are one of the most important parts of method of experiential learning.
Good instructor should know a databank of various activities and we hope that this
booklet will enrich your youth work and improve yours and your participants´ satisfaction and learning.
This booklet is a summary of energy and efforts of dozens of people. Use the activities out of it wisely and responsibly.
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A DUCK TALE
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Energizer
Activity name: A duck tale 						
Goals of the activity:
Mindful listening to surroundings
Self-awareness and awareness of surroundings
Patience development
Brief characteristic of the activity:
Scrooge McDuck is very rich but unfortunately blind (blindfolded). His treasure (ball) is in his
safe (small circle marked with a rope), which he himself guards. Participants try to steal his
treasure. They have to enter the circle unnoticed. Scrooge McDuck must protect his treasure by
catching the thief.
Physical stress from 1 to 5:						Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: <10 minutes 		
Activity length: 10+ minutes
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1
Number of instructors needed in the game: 1
Ideal number of participants: 6-8
Materiel needed: Blindfold, rope, ball
Description of the activity (the activity flow):
Find a place on some sort of terrain that makes a bit of noise when stepped on (ideally grass,
gravel, etc.). There you mark a circle with circa 5m diameter. You put the ball in the middle. Now
you can explain the game. One of the participants now becomes Scrooge McDuck and gets blindfolded. Their task is it to guard the ball (treasure) without touching it. Thieves will be stepping
into the ring (safe), one at a time, so the game is always one vs. one. The thief’s goal is to steal the
ball by either taking it or flicking it away. They cannot use any object to touch the ball. Scrooge
McDuck can try and catch the thief by simply touching them or forcing them out of the ring in the
process.
Methodic notes for instructors (how to lead the game, what to avoid, practical recommendations ets.):
Once someone manages to steal the treasure, they can become Scrooge McDuck. Make sure
the ball is always in the middle when starting the game. However, once either Scrooge or the thief
flick it away, leave it where it is, as long as it is still in the ring.
Once the thief steps into the ring, give a signal that there is someone in the ring to Scrooge
McDuck (you can just say “Security breach, someone entered the safe”).
Once the thief has been touched or stepped outside the ring, he/she have failed and have to
leave the circle. He/she can try again, after the others had their try.
Be sure the people around do not make noise, not even move their feet while standing, this
can be very confusing for the guard. On the other hand, if people sit down and then stand-up to
enter the ring, often the standing up is a clue. Before entering the ring, the others might make
noises in order to confuse Scrooge McDuck, but once the thief is inside, there has to be silence.
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BODY SCAN
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Concentration, Relaxation Game
Activity name: Body Scan					
Goals of the activity:
Raising level of Mindfulness
Self-Awareness
Stress Reduction
Brief characteristic of the activity:
The Body scan is a mindfulness mediation commonly used in the Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction and Cognitive therapy Programmes as a starter practice
Physical stress from 1 to 5:						Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: 5 minutes 		
Activity length: 35-45 minutes
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1
Number of instructors needed in the game: 1
Ideal number of participants: 4-12
Materiel needed: Instructions (if needed), timer, bell (or gong of sorts), mats to lie on
Description of the activity (the activity flow):
It is a guided mindfulness mediation practice. You can either read the instructions yourself, or
– if you want to participate – use recorded instructions.
Methodic notes for instructors (how to lead the game, what to avoid, practical recommendations ets.):
Talk slowly, peacefully. Take extraordinary outside stimuli into consideration, but instruct the
participants to approach them in a non-judgemental, mindful manner.
Body Scan instructions:
Instructions for the body scan follow a general framework in which you invite the participants
to notice their breath and then allow the breath to flow into different parts of their body. As they
attend with curiosity, nonjudgment, and other mindfulness qualities, encourage them to let their
breath travel to the part of their body they are currently focusing on, and to imagine breathing
into and out of that part of the body while attending to the process mindfully. Begin by asking
the participants to lie on their back on a mat on the floor or sit in a reclining chair or a chair with
footstool. If none of those options is possible, ask them to sit in the most comfortable position
they can be in. Present the following instructions slowly, in a quiet and warm voice. Wherever indicated, pause for about five seconds. The exercise should take about forty-five minutes.
“You can close your eyes or lower your eyelids, or find a spot to focus on gently. Notice your
breath and the movement of your belly and chest as you breathe. Just notice the breath without
trying to change it in any way” Allow the participants to breathe in and out for five breaths.
Now notice the toes in your left foot. Allow your breath to breathe into your toes, breathing in
and out…in and out. (Pause.)
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Notice how the outsides of the toes feel. What are they touching? What sensations do you feel?
Allow your breath to caress the toes. Now notice any sensations inside the toes. Breathing in and
out…in and out. (Pause.)
Now notice the bottom of your left foot. Allow your breath to breathe into your foot, breathing
in and out…in and out. (Pause.)
Notice how the outside of the foot feels and what it is touching. What sensations do you feel?
Allow your breath to caress the foot. Now notice any sensations inside the foot. Breathing in and
out…in and out. (Pause.)
Become aware of your left leg. Allow your breath to breathe into your leg from the calf muscle
to the knee, and then the thigh muscles, breathing in and out of the leg…in and out. (Pause.) Notice how the outside of the leg feels and what it’s touching. What sensations do you feel? Allow
your breath to caress the leg[…]”
“Become aware of your right leg. Allow your breath to breathe into your leg from the calf muscle to the knee, and then the thigh muscles, breathing in and out of the leg… in and out. (Pause.)
Notice how the outside of the leg feels and what it is touching. What sensations do you feel?
Allow your breath to caress the leg. Now notice any sensations inside the leg. Breathing in and
out…in and out. (Pause.)
Now bring your attention up toward your torso, noticing your stomach, chest, and back. Become aware of your torso and allow your breath to breathe into your torso, breathing in and out of
the stomach, chest, and back…slowly in and out. (Pause.)
Notice how the outside of your torso feels, and what it is touching. What sensations do you
feel? Allow your breath to caress the torso. Now notice any sensations inside your chest and back.
Breathing in and out…in and out. (Pause.)
Now notice the fingers of your left hand. Allow your breath to breathe into your fingers, breathing in and out…in and out. (Pause.)
Notice how the outsides of the fingers feel. What are they touching? What[…]” “Now notice
the whole of your right arm. Allow your breath to breathe into your forearm and upper arm, breathing in and out…in and out. (Pause.)
Notice how the outside of the arm feels. What is it touching? What sensations do you feel?
Allow your breath to caress the whole arm. Now notice any sensations inside the arm. Breathing
in and out… in and out. (Pause.)
Now notice the fingers of your right hand. Allow your breath to breathe into your fingers, breathing in and out…in and out. (Pause.)
Notice how the outsides of the fingers feel. What are they touching? What[…]” “Now notice
the whole of your right arm. Allow your breath to breathe into your forearm and upper arm, breathing in and out…in and out. (Pause.)
Notice how the outside of the arm feels. What is it touching? What sensations do you feel?
Allow your breath to caress the whole arm. Now notice any sensations inside the arm. Breathing
in and out… in and out. (Pause.)
Allow your attention to move to your neck, noticing it connected to your shoulders, holding
your head upright. Bring your breath into your neck, noticing the sensations inside and outside of
your neck. Breathing in and out…in and out. (Pause.)
Let the breath warm and fill your throat. Breathing in and out…in and out. (Pause.)
Now move your breath upward into your head. Bring your breath into your head, noticing all
the muscles in your face, the back of your head, your ears, lips, and nose. Become aware of sensations inside and outside of your head. Breathing in and out…in and out. (Pause.)
Let the breath flow into your head. Breathing in and out…in and out. (Pause.)
Now let the breath flow out the top of your head[…]’
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CAMERA
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Empathy, Trust Game
Activity name: Camera							
Goals of the activity:
Getting more comfortable in/with nature
Trust enhancement within the group
Being Mindful in Nature
Brief characteristic of the activity:
In couples, one is the camera, the other the photographer. The Photographer leads the blindfolded camera and “takes pictures” of different things from different perspectives by taking down
the blindfold for 3-5 seconds.
Physical stress from 1 to 5: 						Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: 15 minutes
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1-2
Activity length: 45-60 minutes
Number of instructors needed in the game: 1 for every two couples
Ideal number of participants: 6-10
Materiel needed: Blindfolds (or anything that can act as a blindfold)
Description of the activity (the activity flow):
The participants form couples. You explain the game. One of the couple is the Camera and will
be blindfolded. The other is the photographer and will take the Camera safely either hooked by
their elbows or touching their shoulders to places they deem worth a picture. This happens by
taking down the blindfold for 3-5 seconds just enough for the eyes to focus.
After circa 15 or 20 minutes, the camera is taken back to the starting point by the photographer. At the start they may change roles and do the same procedure once again.
After they get back together, you can have them share the pictures with different couples
separately.
Methodic notes for instructors (how to lead the game, what to avoid, practical recommendations ets.):
In the preparation phase, choose a place for you to play it. Ideally, this would be a plain that can
form the starting point.
Do not give them the blindfolds before you fully explain the game and answer all the questions.
Be aware of participants who are not comfortable with being blindfolded. Be sure the group is
ready for this and the trust within the group is high enough. Especially with kids, explain that the
seeing person needs to be the eyes of the blindfolded person and that this might be dangerous
especially if the terrain gets steep or rough.
In the beginning, you can explain the different perspectives they might use – they can lie down
and take a picture of the clouds, they can get very close to a tree or leave and make a macro, they
can make panorama shots.
Since most of the couples will go out into different directions, it is better to have more instructors who can oversee the flow of the game and help in case anything goes wrong.
You can also advise them to think about taking many different pictures or go for the hunt of the
“perfect picture”. Put a time limit of cca 15-20 mins per person.
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HOW MANY HANDS?
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Concentration, Empathy Game
Activity name: How many hands?					
Goals of the activity:
Use self-awareness and awareness of touch.
Brief characteristic of the activity:
The participants are in a circle, one in the middle. The one in the middle closes their eyes and the
others put either none, one or both hands on them.
Physical stress from 1 to 5:
					Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: <5 minutes
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1
Activity length: 5-10 minutes
Number of instructors needed in the game: 1
Ideal number of participants: 6 - 8
Materiel needed: Eye-patch
Description of the activity (the activity flow):
Ask the participants to stand in a circle. One person is chosen who goes into the middle and
has his/her eyes covered. After he/she is ready, the others should put their hands on the person´s
body (except for intimate areas – bottom, chest, crutch – if not otherwise agreed on). The person
in the middle then counts the hands he/she feels. Afterwards, he/she is allowed to open eyes and
the instructor asks for all the hands that touched the person in the middle to be raised and counted.
Methodic notes for instructors (how to lead the game, what to avoid, practical recommendations ets.):
Intimate areas to be avoided or discussed about. Be sure to have them raise their hands afterwards, so you can actually count the hands.
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MEET A TREE
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Concentration, Trust Game
Activity name: Meet a tree						
Goals of the activity:
Getting more comfortable in/with nature
Have the participant be more aware and pay more attention to senses other than sight
Brief characteristic of the activity:
Couples, in which one is blindfolded, lead each other to a tree, which has to be found later and
correctly identified.
Physical stress from 1 to 5:						Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: 15 minutes
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1-2
Activity length: 30-45 minutes
Number of instructors needed in the game: 1 for every two couples
Ideal number of participants: 6-10
Materiel needed: Blindfolds (or anything that can act as a blindfold)

Description of the activity (the activity flow):
Ask the participants to form couples. Explain the game. One of the couple will be blindfolded
and the other will lead them safely, but somewhat adventurously, to a tree, either hooked by their
elbows or touching their shoulder. There, the blindfolded person is supposed to touch the tree,
hug it, smell it, taste it, whatever will help identify them it later.
Afterwards, the blindfolded person is lead back to the starting point by their couple. At the
starting point, they can take down the blindfold and go to find their tree. After they have found it
(or after given period of time marked by a sound signal – a bell), they return to the starting point
and change roles and do the same procedure once again.
Methodic notes for instructors (how to lead the game, what to avoid, practical recommendations ets.):
In the preparation phase, choose a place to play the game. Ideally, this should be a plain in a
forest with many different types of trees around.
Do not give them the blindfolds before you fully explain the game and answer all the questions.
Be aware of participants who are not comfortable with being blindfolded. Be sure the group is
ready for this and the trust within the group is high enough. Especially with kids, explain that the
seeing person needs to be the eyes of the blindfolded person and that this might be dangerous
especially if the terrain gets steep or rough.
Variation for kids – have them put the blindfold down for a split of a second when in front of
the tree – but normally this is not needed.
Since most of the couples will go out into different directions, it is better to have more instructors who can oversee the flow of the game and help in case anything goes wrong.
When meeting the tree, you can instruct the seeing person to do a formal introduction of sorts
“So this is Tony. Tony, this is your tree.”
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SOUNDMAP
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Concentration, Relaxation Game
Activity name: Soundmap
				
Goals of the activity:
Mindful listening to surroundings
Be aware of different sounds
Brief characteristic of the activity:
Each of the participants gets a paper with a pen and goes to find a spot they feel comfortable
with. There they write/draw all the sounds they hear onto the paper with them being the “x” in
the centre.
Physical stress from 1 to 5:
					Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: <10 minutes
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1
Activity length: 30+15 minutes
Number of instructors needed in the game: 1
Ideal number of participants: 6-10
Materiel needed: As many papers and pens as there are participants

Description of the activity (the activity flow):
You find a good spot and explain the game. Afterwards you give the participants an A4 paper
and a pen. They are to go in whichever direction they like and sit down there. They should try and
be at least 10-15 meters away from each other. Sitting there, they put an “x” in the middle of the
paper, which symbolises them. Now, whatever sound they hear, they are supposed to put it down
on the paper either drawing or writing. They should use the paper as a map with the “x” being the
centre and their position. So they might hear a bird somewhere to the right from them, and afterward they hear a branch break in the same direction but slightly further away, and so they mark
the bird (if they know the name of the bird, they might want to put down the name) and then the
branch just to the right of the “x” on the paper in according distances.
After 30 minutes, you call them together and you compare your maps.
Methodic notes for instructors (how to lead the game, what to avoid, practical recommendations ets.):
When comparing, let those who sat close to each other in one direction start first.
Pens work better then pencils and crayons.
Join the game to be able to compare with the rest.
When playing with kids, you can use this game to teach them to identify different birds by their
singing.
Be sure to explain that the others should be as quite as possible.
Be sure to let the game run for at least half an hour.
You can use a singing bowl or a whistle to signal the start and the end of the game (or better
yet, make a natural sound of some sort).
The participants do not have to close their eyes, but they can if they wish.
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SCARY ROAD
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Night Fear Game
Activity name: Scary road - The road of courage
		
Goals of the activity:
children improve their capacity to cross their limits of fear
children improve the mobility in the night and nature.
children get more used to move in the night on the road.
Brief characteristic of the activity:
This activity improves our feeling of fear of something what I don‘t know and in general from
being alone in the night. They try to walk till the end of the road and get the treasure from the
forest. They improve their courage. This game wants to show them that they can do it!
Physical stress from 1 to 5:
					Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: 0,5 - 1hour
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1-2
Activity length: 0,5 hour for 10 children and 200 m
Number of instructors needed in the game: at least 2 for 10 children
Ideal number of participants: 10 (if there is more than ten, you need more time)
Materiel needed: 10 candles, 10 glasses, beautiful stones (present from the forest), water,
container of water, mobile phone, something or someone who makes a noise, paper, pencil,
darkness, forest road:)

Description of the activity (the activity flow):
First tutor (organizer) must prepare the scary road. The second mentor must care about children in this time alone.
On the road you must prepare 10 candles in the glass on safe part of the road. The candles must
be in the glass, because of wind and because of safety. One candle from the other must be visible!
By the last candle there is the end of the road and you must prepare there the present from the
forest (stones in the water) and a paper with pen for children to make a signature there. On the
road (if you have more people) you can make some noise to scare them a little bit. But at least one
person must be in the end of the road (for safety and scare someone a little bit).
When the road is prepared, the group with second mentor can arrive to the start of the road
(can be the first candle, can be place where you can see the first candle).
Rules for the children: They must follow 10 candles till the last one. They will find there a container of water with something inside. They must put the hand into the water and take one present from the forest, then make a signature on the paper next there. Then come back.
Children must go alone. If you see, that they really can‘t, they can go with someone. No one can
speak all the time! One mentor is with children all the time in the start and one in the end. When
everyone has finished we can go back together.
Methodic notes for instructors (how to lead the game, what to avoid, practical recommendations ets.):
Be sure of the safety of the road. It must be safe to move there in the darkness. Also don‘t force
the children so much to go or go alone. Don‘t push them to the panic zone.
14
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COMMANDO COURSE
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Outdoor team building activity
Activity name: Commando Course
			
Goals of the activity:
to have fun with each other
to come closer/ get to know each other in an enjoyable way
to build their physical strength and stamina.
Brief characteristic of the activity:
It’s a team-building activity, where the participants need to run fast while overcoming several
obstacles, in order to defeat the other team
Physical stress from 1 to 5: 					Mental stress from 1 to 5:
Average to high physical stress (it can be made more or less challenging, depending on the
space limit, the number and the level of difficulty of the obstacles, etc.)
Time for activity preparation: 30 minutes to 1 hour needed to prepare the activity on the
spot and 1 hour in advance to find all the materials
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 3-4 people to prepare the activity on the spot
Activity length: 1 hour (including rules explanation, activity itself -20 minutes each team -,
and reflection)
Number of instructors needed in the game: 3-4 instructors to make the activity run smoothly
and safely
Ideal number of participants: 15-25 participants (two teams with equal number of participants)
Material needed: Car tyres, ropes, water, poles (little and big ones), broom sticks, twister
game-carpet, buckets, a shovel, whistle, stopwatch, water gun, human resources!

Description of the activity (the activity flow):
We (as facilitators) form two teams (≈10 people in each team). The teams compete separately.
The team with the best time record, wins!
We put several obstacles in an area of 300 m2 such as:
1. Limbo stick to go under
2. Car tyres to jump into
3. Ground spider web to avoid
4. Ropes to go under
5. A human that could catch the runner to delay them
6. A hole in the sand in which they must not fall into – jump over
Each team member needs to overcome these obstacles as fast as possible. When they complete these tasks, ALL team members must gather (be squeezed actually!) within a circular rope (with
specific measurements) in order to run all together towards the final obstacle-activity, the twister
game! There, they follow our instructions about where to put their hand or leg or face, etc. In the
meantime, the participants of the other team are allowed to fill water buckets to throw water on
the runners to delay them, while standing outside of the space limits that we set. This goes vice
versa for the other team members. During the last obstacle-activity, they are allowed to constantly throw water on the others to delay them finishing the task!
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Methodic notes for instructors (how to lead the game, what to avoid, practical recommendations etc.):
Many variations of this game can be made by using different obstacles or by changing the place
(close to a river or using the pipe), also depending on the number of the participants.
Safety rules that need to be considered: Inform the participants about what exactly is going to
happen. Ask if someone is using contact lenses so that the team opponents would avoid throwing
water in their face. Ask about any health problems, even though these should have been asked in
advance when completing the application form. Give the option to anyone, who doesn’t feel like
participating in such an activity not to join the game and just observe.
Problems might always occur. You just need to be stand by, be flexible and positive as well as
to think out of the box to resolve them!
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BLIND DIRECTOR
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Team Building Game
Activity name: Blind Director
Goals of the activity:
xperience limitations, create team spirit in the group.
Brief characteristic of the activity:
The participants are divided in smaller groups, in each group
there are different roles and a director leading the activity
Physical stress from 1 to 5:						Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: Half an hour
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1-2
Activity length: 2 hours including little energizers, instructions, activity itself and a debriefing, reflections.
Number of instructors needed in the game: 2
Ideal number of participants: 25-30
Materiel needed: Only human resources for the basic version. Cameras and projector can be
useful as well.

Description of the activity (the activity flow):
The participants are divided into groups of 5-6 people. Each group will have up to 30 minutes
to do a human statue related to a given topic. In each group there will be:
1. Director: he/she is blindfolded and is the only one who can give instructions. He/she has to
decide how the human statue will look like, he/she will use the actors to do it.
2. ssistant of director: he/she can help the director, but has to follow strictly the instructions of
the Director.
3. Actors: they‘re not allowed to share their ideas and they must just follow the instructions.
Methodic notes for instructors (how to lead the game, what to avoid, practical recommendations ets.):
The game is better when all the participants can experience different roles. If there‘s not time,
the roles can be decided before. In this way the reflection should be focused on how the given
roles made them feel.
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TIMELINE
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Review game
Activity name: Timeline						
Goals of the activity:
Get an overview of past, present and future perspectives of an event.
To summarize achievements and plan upcoming actions.
Brief characteristic of the activity:
Every event has its beginning and ending and this activity aims to provide participants with
overview of the whole event.
Physical stress from 1 to 5:					Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: 2 minutes
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1
Activity length: Min. 10 minutes. The length depends on the complexity of the events and
number of participants.
Number of instructors needed in the game: 1
Ideal number of participants: 1-10
Materiel needed: Paper(s), pen(s)

Description of the activity (the activity flow):
Participants have to draw a line, which represents time and mark milestones, which represent
important events. Every milestone is discussed. This activity opens space for giving feedback.
Methodic notes for instructors (how to lead the game, what to avoid, practical recommendations ets.):
Remember to give space to every participant to speak. It is useful to have colorful pens and big
papers.
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VARIOUS CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Communication game
Activity name: Various channels of communication			
Goals of the activity:
To use different channels of communication to pass an information. Moreover, to improve the
ability to decode the information. Through the activity, you can experience and learn the weak
points and strengths of different channels of communication.
Learning point is to realize complexity of communication and advantages and disadvantages of
different channels of communication.
Brief characteristic of the activity:
Similar to “deaf phone” activity, but the whispering is replaced with different channels of communication (talking, pantomime, drawing, singing etc.).
Physical stress from 1 to 5 :						Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: 1 minute
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1
Activity length: The time limit for one person is approximately 30 sec.
Number of instructors needed in the game: 1
Ideal number of participants: 5-10
Materiel needed: Paper(s), pen(s)

Description of the activity (the activity flow):
One of the participants creates short “message” and passes it to the other participant, participants pass the message they received in the circle as clearly as possible. Aim of the game is that
the last participant reproduce the message as close to the original one as possible. Try different
channels of communication (talking, pantomime, drawing, singing etc.). Try to use as many different channels as possible. Do not use the same channels one after another
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ROLE DESCRIPTION
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Feedback game
Activity name: Role description						
Goals of the activity:
To think of, describe and experience different perspective of other people work. To know each
other better. To give and receive feedback in an unusual way. All of these can be achieved by
swapping identities.
To be aware of other people work.
Relationships improvement.
Brief characteristic of the activity:
Participants draw new identities and provide a feedback to other´s behavior and work
Physical stress from 1 to 5:						Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: 1 minute
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1
Activity length: The time limit for one person is approximately 2-3 minutes
Number of instructors needed in the game: 1
Ideal number of participants: 6-12
Materiel needed: Paper(s) with participants´ names, pen(s)

Description of the activity (the activity flow):
Participants swap their identities by drawing paper with name of other participant. In case of
that participant draws his/her name, it is needed to redraw (everyone has to have a new identity).
Participants don´t reveal their new identities to each other yet. Aim of the game is to describe
the work competencies and personal attributes and characteristics of the new identity using “I” –
e.g.: “I am the one responsible for communication with sponsors…”. After two-three minutes of
description, other participants have to guess to whom the new identity originally belongs. Game
is finished when all participants present their new identity.
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OLD GRANDMA
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Energizer
Activity name: Old Grandma						
Goals of the activity:
Improve cooperation and teamwork
Brief characteristic of the activity:
One participant becomes an old grandma, whose task is to sit down on the free chair, which
other participants try to prevent her from.
Physical stress from 1 to 5:						Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: 10 – 20 minutes
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1
Activity length: 10 - 15 minutes
Number of instructors needed in the game: 1
Ideal number of participants: 10-25
Materiel needed: Chair, and maybe flipcharts if somebody wants to put the rules on it.

Description of the activity (the activity flow):
It’s important to have many chairs, at least 3 more than the number of participants (in case some
gets broken). After we arrange the chairs in the circle, exactly in the number of participants, we
choose one of the participants who will be the old grandma. So one chair remains free. Old grandma
stands in the middle of the circle, wants to sit on a chair, but the goal of participants in this game is
that they don’t allow her to sit down on free chair. They have to work together and in very short time
make a strategy how to protect free chair from old grandma. Participant who is old grandma have
to move slowly, like he/she is very old (he/she cannot run). That is important because participants
need to have time to move from their chair to sit down on the free chair and thus protect it from old
grandma. The end of the game is when old grandma sit down on the free chair.
You can repeat the whole process when old grandma sits down on the free chair quickly and
game ends. Also somebody else can play the role of old grandma, if he/she wants. The whole
process of the game can be repeated 2-3 times. More than that is not necessary, because some
participants may become bored.
Methodic notes for instructors (how to lead the game, what to avoid, practical recommendations ets.):
The acitivity is suitable for young people from 18- 25 years old. It is an outdoor activity, but
chair are needed. In our cases we use the chair from local cafe bar, and we play the game in the
park. You can also do this activity inside if you have enough chairs.
The preparation lasts from 10- 20 minutes, because it is necessary to arrange the chair on the
place where you will maintain the activity. If 10 participants play the game, it’s necessary to put
at least 13 chairs on place where activity will be played. Because the person who will be the old
grandma have to sit down on a free chair the aim of the participants in this game is that it does
not permit old grandma to sit down on free chair
In terms of risks, it’s important that the chairs are strong and that they can carry the weight of
the participants. If you notice that chair is broken, or can be broken after someone very fast sit on
it, it‘s better to exclude that chair from game.
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OUR STORY
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Name game/Get to know each other
Activity name: Our Story 						
Goals of the activity:
Learn each other’s names, get to know each other through movements
Brief characteristic of the activity:
2 in 1 – we can learn each other’s names and get to know each other easily by doing movements.
As it is a good example of learning by doing, the participants will not realize how fast they got
know each other with just having fun.
Physical stress from 1 to 5: 						Mental stress from 1 to 5:

Time for activity preparation: 2-3 minutes to describe the rules
Number of instructors needed for preparation: 1-2
Activity length: It depends on how many participants we have – with 30-35 participants it
takes around 10-15 minutes
Number of instructors needed in the game: 1-2
Ideal number of participants: Max. 15 because otherwise it’s long and the participants get bored
Materiel needed: none

Description of the activity (the activity flow):
1. The participants are in circle and the first person introduces him/herself as “I’m XY, and I like
running” and makes a movement like running.
2. All of the participants repeat together “I’m XY, and I like running” and makes a movement like
running.
3. The next participant introduces him/herself in the same way and the whole group repeats
the 1st and the 2nd introduction with movements as well.
4. We continue in this way – after each introduction, the group repeats all of the said introductions with movements.
5. The activity ends when all of the participants introduced themselves, and after the last participant the whole group repeats all of the introductions with the movements in order to “Our
Story” gets created.
Methodic notes for instructors (how to lead the game, what to avoid, practical recommendations ets.):
One of the aims of this game is to learn each other’s names but the other is to get to know
each other a little more. For this reason ask the participants to choose their own hobbies for their
movements.
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THANK YOU...
Matúš Adamkovič
Ines Boljat
Josip Belezni
Daniel Di Edoardo
Szilvia Hauer
Barbora Hubená
Christos Christodoulou
Beata Teslery Kovacsne
Natasa Lampitsi
Andrija Ljubičić
Mario Lupi
Katia Marinelli
Eva Mašková
Maria Mavronicola
Solange Pellicano
Gábor Pethes
Eva Phanvanová
Benedikt Říčný
Nicolas Skouroupathis
Anna Takács
Rozi Tovaj
Eleni Violari
Šime Zorica
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ABOUT CZEKOBANDA
Czekobanda is a non-formal group of young people, which was established in
2006. We were studying humanities at Masaryk University in Brno and our common
interest was environmental protection and modest life style. We enjoyed intercultural learning and active participation of young people in European projects, experiential learning and self-development.
In these times we encountered Youth in Action program and were participants
of several youth exchanges. Thus we gained many contacts on foreign partner
organizations. In 2007 we decided to contribute to the program actively and we
organized our first youth exchange. It was called “Our waste – our problem” and
was focusing on experiential education about waste industry. In 2008 we organized exchange „Bare Feet - Open Mind“ about our relationship to the place, where
we live and in 2009 exchange „68: Youth for hope, hope for youth!“ about the topic
of active participation of young people in political decision making. Besides organizing youth exchanges, we were partner organization to many other foreign organizations, which organized projects in Youth in Action program. We either participated in the exchanges and training and sent there Czech participants. Three of us
were also volunteers in EVS.
After finishing our studies, our activities declined and we all set out on different
paths of professional development, especially in the field of experiential learning,
youth work, psychology and teambuilding. In the last years we decided that experiential learning and its use for personal development during youth work is the skill,
we want to share with others. And thus the idea of organizing this training emerged. The goal was to give the youth workers chance to experience experiential
learning and present to them theoretical concepts and roots, where it comes from.
Thus we wanted them to apply and use the methods during the training and afterwards in their youth work. Our main idea is to share and consult our “know-how”
with people, who already use these methods or who would like to do it.

JAN KOLÁŘ
JAN LABOHÝ
EDITA FLORIÁNOVÁ
RICHARD LUKÁŠ
If you have any questions, feel free to ask us. Our email: czekobanda@gmail.com
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